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MSCI EQUITY INDICES MAINTAIN LEADING POSITION

London, 3 July 2002. MSCI, a leading provider of investment performance benchmarks, has been voted the
best European equity index by respondents to the 2002 Thomson Extel Survey for the third year running.
The survey, which polls the opinions of leading investment professionals globally, revealed that both fund
managers and institutional investors nominated MSCI as their preferred provider of European equity indices
for benchmarking and tracking purposes.

Steve Kelly, Head of Thomson Extel, said “To win the Thomson Extel award for the best European Equity
Index is the leading accolade in the City and clearly positions MSCI at the forefront of index investing,
covering all market sectors across all European regions.  The response we have had across Europe from the
fund management community is a clear indication that the Thomson Extel survey has become the key
indicator for the Pan European investment market.”

Commenting today, Henry Fernandez, President and CEO of MSCI, said “The Thomson Extel Survey results
reinforce MSCI's position as the European equity index of choice for investment professionals. In the past
year, MSCI has worked closely with the investment community worldwide to ensure a smooth transition to its
Enhanced Methodology, introducing full free-float weighting of the indices and expanding industry
representation to 85% of market capitalisation. MSCI's policy of ongoing client consultation and feedback,
together with a commitment to innovation, is obviously working - as evidenced by these survey results.”

The award coincides with the announcement that MSCI led the field in the 2002 Global Equities Study, an
independent survey of global financial institutions by ClientKnowledge, the research and consulting firm that
serves the wholesale financial services sector.

The 2002 Global Equities Study surveyed 277 investment professionals from amongst the world’s top 300
fund management institutions and asked participants with global mandates which benchmarks they used. The
MSCI World IndexSM dominated the results with 66% of participants stating they used it as a benchmark, with
the MSCI EAFE Index the second most popular choice with 28% of respondents using it. The closest
competing benchmark index was used by only 11% of participants.  Regional breakdowns supported the
overall global results with MSCI World coming out on top in Europe (79%), Asia Pacific (80%) and North
America (53%). MSCI EAFE scored almost equal usage in North America with 51% of respondents
choosing it.

David Poole, Chief Operating Officer and Principal of ClientKnowledge commented, “Our research
confirms MSCI as the leading equity index for global mandates.  Clearly, such tools have an important role to
play in promoting transparency between the buy and sell-sides and creating more efficient markets, to the
benefit of both sides of the trading relationship.”

~Ends~
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For a copy of the Thomson Extel survey results please contact:
Tasneem Jinnah at Penrose Financial on + 44 20 7786 4862

For more information about ClientKnowledge, please contact:
Kate Humphreys on  + 44 20 7275 3500, email khumphreys@clientknowledge.com or visit
www.clientknowledge.com

For further information on MSCI indices or MSCI data, please visit our web site at www.msci.com or
contact:

Dorsey Horowitz, MSCI, New York + 1 212 762 5790
Jessica Parra, MSCI, London + 44 20 7425 6660
Jammy Chan, MSCI, Hong Kong                    + 852 2848 6740
Taiki Kimura, MSCI, Tokyo                       + 813 5424 5470

Daniel Guthrie/Emma Leeds, Luther Pendragon, London + 44 20 7618 9100
Mary Beth Kissane/Ed Rowley, Abernathy MacGregor, New York + 1 212 371 5999
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This information is the property of Morgan Stanley Capital International Inc. (MSCI). It is provided for informational
purposes only, and is not a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy. The information may not be
used to verify or correct data, or any compilation of data or index or in the creation of any indices.  Nor may it be used in
the creating, writing, offering, trading, marketing or promotion of any financial instruments or products. This
information is provided on an “as is” basis.  Although MSCI shall obtain information from sources which MSCI
considers reliable, neither MSCI, its affiliates nor any other party involved in the making or compiling of the information
guarantees the accuracy and/or the completeness of any of this information.  Neither MSCI, its affiliates nor any other
party involved in the making or compiling of the information makes any representation or warranty, express or implied,
as to the results to be obtained by any person or entity from any use of this information, and the user of this information
assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information.  Neither MSCI, its affiliates nor any other party involved in
the making or compiling of the information makes any express or implied warranties, and MSCI, its affiliates and any
other party involved in the making or compiling of the information hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any of this information.  Without limiting any of the
foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, its affiliates or any other party involved in the making or compiling of the information
have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits)
even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

Morgan Stanley Capital International, MSCI, ACWI, EAFE, EMF and all other service marks referred to herein are the
exclusive property of MSCI and its affiliates. All MSCI indices are the exclusive property of MSCI and may not be used
in any way without the express written permission of MSCI.

MSCI is a leading provider of global indices and benchmark related products and services to investors worldwide.
Morgan Stanley, a global financial services firm and a market leader in securities, asset management, and credit services,
is the majority shareholder of MSCI, and The Capital Group Companies, Inc., a global investment management group,
is the minority shareholder.

MSCI Client Services can be reached on:
London    +44 20 7425 6660 New York   +1 212 762 5790 Tokyo              +813 5424 5470
Frankfurt +49 69 2166 5325 San Francisco +1 415 576 2323 Hong Kong     +852 2848 6740
And at a further thirteen locations around the world.


